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Introduction 

 

‘Community Shops: A better form of business’ (see 

https://plunkett.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/PF_BB_SHOPS19_web-version-1.pdf 

below) first published in 2011, is the most extensive and comprehensive research 

report to have been produced on the community shop sector in the UK. It serves as 

a start-up guide for new groups, a benchmarking tool for existing community shops 

and is used by funders and support organisations (including Plunkett Foundation) to 

future-proof services and make investment decisions concerning community shops.  

It therefore seems appropriate to precis this and use its latest format as a basis 

against which to compare our own findings from the 4 local examples visited during 

October 2019 and the 1 other visited earlier in the year as part of our Shop Study so 

that some conclusions might be drawn for consideration as part of the Kilmartin 

Church Project Feasibility Report. 

 

 

https://plunkett.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/PF_BB_SHOPS19_web-version-1.pdf
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What is a Community Shop? 

Put simply, a ‘Community Shop’ is a business owned and controlled by a large 

number of people from within the community for the community benefit.  

Members (also known as shareholders) own and democratically run the shop on the 

basis of one-member-one-vote; something which gives community shops their 

longevity and ensures they continually adapt to serve the needs of its members and 

the wider community. 

Once in community ownership, an elected committee or board represent the wider 

membership and determine how the business is managed. They either delegate the 

day-to-day management of the business to a team of paid staff and volunteers (a 

managed shop) or sublet to a tenant who operates the business within a framework 

set by the community (a tenanted shop). 

 
(Community Shops: A better form of business 2019) 
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1) Growth 

 
2018 saw a return to the trend in consistent growth since 1996 (see Figure 1.1, 

Community Shops: A better form of business 2019, below) 

 

 
with; 

 16 new community shops opened – 8 (50%) of which comprised a shop 

only, 7 (44%) were a shop and café and 1 a community centre, library and 

shop 

 2 closed – both of which were located in local churches (!) in small rural 

communities where falling levels of local custom and a lack of succession 

planning played a part in their demise 

 the total number of community shops trading at the end of the year was 

363 with the highest density in South West England and an overall bias to 

Southern and Central England but Scotland showing a relatively high (17) 

enquiry rate to Plunket Foundation  

 the majority (46%) new community 

shops cost between £26,000-£50,000 to 

set up (see Figure 1.4, Community 

Shops: A better form of business 2019, 

right), with ommunity shares and grant 

finance making up the backbone (85%) 

of this and community shares 

accounting for approximately half of 

that 
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2) Business model 

 
In view of their activity, community shops require a legal entity (to protect the 

individuals running the business by giving them ‘limited liability’ and ensuring they 

are compliant with legal necessities e.g. trading standards). 

 

Plunkett recommends legal structures such as Community Benefit 

Societies (CBS), Co-operative Societies, Companies Limited by Guarantee, 

and Community Interest Companies which enable genuine community 

ownership with equal and democratic control, including; 

 Open and voluntary membership 

 A management committee drawn from members of the community 

 The community clearly represented with the majority of members coming 

from it and having a genuine say in how the business is run (preferably 

with one-member-one-vote) 

 Ideally an ‘asset lock’ (a legal clause that prevents any assets being used 

for private gain rather than the stated purposes of the organisation) 

 Trading which meets the community’s identified needs and represents a 

long-term commitment 

 A commitment to re-investing profits in the local community 

      with the Community Benefit Society (CBS) model proving most popular (69%) 

      (see Figure 2.1, Community Shops: A better form of business 2019, below). 
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This model exists to benefit the wider and collective interests of a community 

and emphasises member involvement; it is also, under current legislation, the 

only legal structure (other than a Co-operative Society) that can issue 

community shares so that its members can become shareholders. 

 

Community shops occupy a wide range of premises type and size with tenure 

type being broadly split 50:50 between owned and rented premises. Whilst 31% 

of those trading at the end of 2018 were in former village shop premises, just 1 of 

those opened that year were of this type; 8 (50%) being, instead, in non-purpose 

built buildings e.g. converted buildings and 7 (44%) in new-builds. Both 

alternatives offer an opportunity to create a more bespoke retail space with 

improved environs and the possibility of combining the shop with additional 

community or commercial activity (often at a lower freehold cost). 

 

The overall pattern of net profit use (where present) reflects the relatively modest 

scale of such profits for many shops with the majority re-investing these in the 

business and/or building their reserves – thereby still fulfilling their ‘mission’ by 

strengthening their long-term survival and, in turn, ensuring their communities retain 

the vital asset of a local shop (see Figure 2.3 Community Shops: A better form of 

business 2019, below). 
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3) Services and facilities 

 
Community shops provide more than a basic shopping experience with, 

typically, a wide range of core informal as well as formal services and support for 

the community being offered alongside a general store and, in some cases, 

creative examples such as event-hosting, tourist and visitor information, providing 

advertisements and ticket sales for local events, a chiropody service, antique 

sales and bike hire; all reflecting local needs  (see Figure 3.1 Community Shops: 

A better form of business 2019, below) 
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Whilst no one community shop will look or feel the same as another, virtually all will 

stock a basic range of grocery and household goods as well as standard fresh 

produce (fruit and vegetables, milk, bread etc). In addition, the majority sell 

newspapers, stationery, medicines, fresh meat and freshly baked goods.  

Of those trading at the end of 2018; 

   - a slightly lower proportion (69%) than in previous years were stocking 

     cigarettes and tobacco  

   - 71% were selling crafts and gifts 

   - the vast majority (93%) were stocking and selling local food, highlighting this 

     as one of their best lines of profit and a way of helping engage the local  

     community whilst promoting the local economy and benefiting the environment 

     by lowering food miles, too.  

Most that can find room for café facilities (or even the smallest café/seating area) 

do so as they are regarded as important for stimulating social interaction, 

increasing footfall, improving profitability (café products generally have higher 

margins) and addressing isolation and loneliness. 

217 (60%) of community shops offer postal services, varying from full-time 

provision at a secure counter to part-time outreach services. Increasingly, however, 

a Post Office is viewed by new-start community shops as a service to the 

community rather than an income generator. 
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4) People 

 
The majority of community shops are managed directly by the community via 

a management committee elected by the members who, as well as 

overseeing the business’ strategic direction and financial performance, 

recruit staff or volunteers to handle the day-to-day management of the shop.  

 
From the 2019 survey of 107 shops, 60% are 

managed day-to-day by paid staff with 

less than half of these employed on a full-

time basis (the majority prefer to employ 

one or several part-time) (see Figure 4.1 

Community Shops: A better form of business 

2019, left). 

 

Whilst paid staff create a sense of 

stability, control and continuity to the 

running of the shop and, thereby, peace of 

mind to the management committee, this 

brings with it a responsibility for the 

wellbeing of staff plus the need to 

establish policies which address key 

aspects of employer liabilities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Most community shops are reliant on a core number of ‘front line’ volunteers 

to underpin the effective operation of the enterprise (see Figure 4.2 

Community Shops: A better form of business 2019, over) whilst the majority 

(76%) had 1-10 ‘back room’ volunteers working behind the scenes e.g. 

driving to the cash-and carry etc. 
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Translating this into weekly volunteer hours – 59% of the 107 shops surveyed in 

2018 estimated they had benefited from over 50 volunteers hours per week; 

something which shows the crucial role that volunteers play in sustaining 

community shops and keeping them viable as businesses.  
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5) Impact 

 
5.1 Community cohesion 

There are well researched and documented benefits 

for projects, individuals and communities that stem 

from volunteering including personal wellbeing for 

individuals and wider community cohesion that 

accrues when people come together with a sense of 

purpose to contribute to their community. 
 

 

5.2 Overcoming isolation 

Aside from being a place to purchase goods, community shops provide an 

informal community hub for people to socialise, potentially reducing isolation 

through; 

   - activities 

   - well-maintained community noticeboards (that encourage participation in 

community groups and activities) 

   - predominantly local volunteers and staff being aware of anyone in the 

community needing support 

   - home delivery, carry-to-the-car services, prescription collection and other 

support services 

   - volunteering as a route to interacting with others e.g. for newcomers and 

those who have suffered bereavement or redundancy or are recovering from poor 

health. 

 

5.3 Engaging young people 

Community shops play an important role in providing employment opportunities 

and work experience for young people (many aged under 18 years old). The 

2019 survey showed around 400 young people employed full-time, part-time or 

seasonally (or being offered work experience through volunteering or structures 

schemes e.g. Duke of Edinburgh (DofE) Award Scheme). 

 

5.4 Supporting the environment 

Community shops in a rural location can save car miles and emissions as they 

reduce the number of times individuals need to drive to access alternative retail 

services. 

 

By promoting and selling local food, they shorten the delivery 

chain, too, saving food miles and raising awareness of where 

people’s food comes from. An awareness of the need to 

recycle, where possible, by encouraging use of re-usable 

bags and offering a refill service are further illustrations of the 

positive impact which community shops can have in the 

concept of ‘Think Globally, Act Locally’. 
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5.5 Boosting the local economy 

Community shops offer a resilient form of business that can help regenerate the 

local economy by; 
 Purchasing from local suppliers 

 Creating employment opportunities  

 Offering training opportunities to staff and volunteers  

 Improving access to other local services 

 Raising money for local charities either through fundraising or surplus 

profits 

 Encouraging collective investment via community shares in the local 

economy. 
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6) Financial performance 

 
Analysis of 227 AR30 returns made by 

community shops (i.e. those required 

from Community Benefit Societies and 

Co-operative Societies) for the financial 

years ending 2016, 2017 and 2018 

showed the majority (42%) had an 

annual turnover in the range £50,001 - 

£150,000 with numbers evenly split 

between the £50,001 - £100,000 and 

£100,001 - £150,000 ranges (see Figure 

6.1 Community Shops: A better form of 

business 2019, left). 

 

This suggests an approximate average 

turnover for the years sampled of 

£153,500. 

 

 

Analysis of the profit and loss 

performance for these same 227 shops 

showed that 74% were making a profit 

(or at least breaking even) – with 62% of 

these being in the range £1 - £5,000. 

26% were recording a loss – with 74% 

of these being in the range £1 - £5,000 

(see Figure 6.2 Community Shops: A 

better form of business, 2019, right). 

 
This shows that most community 

shops trade on modest margins and 

that very few generate profits 

exceeding £10,000 although, despite 

this, the sector shows remarkable 

durability – chiefly due to community 

ownership and commitment plus the 

use of volunteers for elements of 

management and day-to-day operation. 
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Community shops appear to avoid debt capital – only 19 (18%) of the 107 

surveyed in 2018 recorded outstanding loans or mortgages with the majority 

of these (84%) reporting debt of up to £80,000 and numbers evenly split between 

the up to £20,000 and the £20,001 - £80,000 ranges. 

 

Approximately half (59) rent their 

premises with a substantial variation in 

monthly rents but the largest proportion 

paying up to £100 per month. 47% of 

those renting have between one and 10 

years left on their tenure agreement whilst 

14% have less than one year and 22% 

have annual or no formal agreements! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

52% of shops have sought donations, grants 

or other funding to support profitability, 

maintenance or to replace equipment – 

reflecting insufficient funds generated for 

additional expenditure as a consequence of such 

modest net profits; something which, coupled with 

the current challenging economic and retail 

circumstances, makes effective management of 

finances, stock and waste crucial. Nearly 80% 

of those surveyed use an EPOS (Electronic Point 

of Sale) system to review and management 

financial performance and monitor stock levels. 
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7) Sector confidence and priorities 

 
Survey respondents in 2018 were asked how confident they felt about the next 12 

months and about priorities and concerns looking forward (see Figure 7.1 

Community Shops: A better form of business 2019, below). 
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Case studies 

To our North: 

 

Port Appin 

Ardfern 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To our South: 

Tayvallich 

Glenbarr 

Carradale 
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Area information for Kilmartin – PA31 8RN (see: www.streetcheck.co.uk) * 

56 properties, majority (26) detached, owned outright (17) or with a mortgage (18), 

occupied by one person (23). 

114 people, majority (22) being in the 30-44 age bracket, married (42) and born in 

Scotland (84), keeping very good health (78). 

Mostly full-time employees (27) - although relatively significant number retired 

(19), evenly spread across the Construction (6), Retail (6), Public, Administration and 

Defence (6) and Health (6) sectors. 

* N.B. it is worth mentioning that, as data here is taken from the latest census 

performed in the UK in 2011, it is somewhat dated. That said, it serves as a useful 

comparison between areas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.streetcheck.co.uk/
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Port Appin 

Area information  83 properties, majority (67) detached and owned 

outright (27), occupied by 2 people (26). 
 

136 people, majority (26) in 65-74 age bracket - 

although relatively significant number (24) in the 45-59 

and (22) in the 30-44 age brackets, married (70) and 

born in Scotland (83), keeping very good health (78). 
 

Mostly full-time employees (34) in the 

Accommodation & Food (20) sector. 

Port Appin Stores 

1. Growth Existing business bought in 1984; new store site adjacent 

bought and premises re-purposed to more than double floor 

space in 1991 

2. Business model A ‘managed shop’; owned and ran by Appin Community Co-

operative (set up as a ‘friendly Society’ in 1983 under HIDB 

Community Co-operative Scheme) 
 

£50 (no dividend) share-issue raised funds towards purchase 

of original store. 2nd share issue in 1991 facilitated purchase 

of adjacent site and the re-purposing of that premises. Not 

paying a dividend means profits can be invested into 

community projects via Appin Community Trust 
 

Shop 119m2 with limited stockroom space  

3. Services & facilities Customer type(s) are residents – the store has a wide 

catchment area from Ballachulish:Benderloch) & ferry-

users (including north-end Lismore residents) 
 

Opening hours are 09.00-17.30hrs Mon-Sat, 10.00-

13.00hrs Sun with no seasonal variation 
 

A Bookers ‘Premier’ Store so an extensive range of 

everyday groceries with (limited) local produce, daily 

newspapers, magazines, alcohol & tobacco  
 

A Sub Post Office (18hrs per week although service 

provided throughout); all staff fully-trained   

4. People 1 X full-time Manager + 2 X part-time assistants (all 

local) @ £54,000 per annum and 1 X self-employed 

book-keeper @ £400 per month  

5. Impact - Overcomes isolation as home delivery & carry-to-car 

services available; Community-owned transport brings 

people to store, too 

- Supports the environment as reduces car miles 
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- Boosts the local economy as creates employment 

opportunities (including via its original premises now 

let to The Lighthouse, Craft Shop), offers training 

opportunities to staff, raises money for community 

projects through surplus profits and encourages 

collective investment via community shares in the 

local economy 

6. Financial performance Turnover £400,000+ in 2018 & 2019 (including £4,000 

per annum rental for original premises) 
 

Showed modest profit in 2019 (from small loss in 

2018) 

Key messages - A ‘captive’ market is key 

- Share membership demonstrates ‘buy-in’ from local 

community and raises capital/£ for match-funding 

- Paid staff give certainty 

- Advice and guidance on Community Enterprise 

ventures is essential 
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Ardfern 

Area information  106 properties, majority (77) detached and owned 

outright (51), occupied by 2 people (38). 
 

204 people, majority (40) in 65-74 age bracket - 

although relatively significant numbers (39) in the 45-

59 and (36) in the 30-44 age brackets, married (97) 

and born in Scotland (122), keeping very good health 

(107). 
 

Mostly self-employed (40) or full-time employees 

(39) in the Accommodation & Food (18) sector – 

although a relatively significant number (35) retired. 

Ardfern Village Store 

1. Growth Existing business (shop & in-store bakery)  

2. Business model Not known 
 

Shop size not known but limited stockroom space  

3. Services & facilities Customer type(s) are residents & holiday-makers 

(primarily holiday lets/statics) staying nearby  
 

Opening hours are 08.30 – 18.00hrs Mon-Sun 
 

Primarily tinned/packeted everyday groceries with 

(limited) local produce, daily newspapers, alcohol, 

tobacco & useful hardware 
 

Owner has bakery line which is sold in-store and to 

other local outlets, too 
 

Stamps sold over the counter  
 

Hot drinks and filled rolls available in winter months 

4. People 2 X full-time employees  

5. Impact - Supports the environment by promoting and selling 

(some) local food  

- Boosts the local economy by purchasing from local 

suppliers 
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Tayvallich 

Area information  93 properties, majority (71) detached and owned 

outright (31), occupied by 1 person (26). 
 

118 people, majority (25) in 45-49 age bracket - 

although relatively significant number (22) in the 30-44 

age bracket, married (42) and born in Scotland (81), 

keeping very good health (68). 
 

Mostly full-time employees (24) or self-employed 

(21) in the Retail (8), Agriculture (including 

Forestry/Fishing) (6), Accommodation & Food (6), 

Information & Communication (5) or Professional, 

Scientific & Technical (5) sectors. 

Tayvallich Shop 

1. Growth Existing business (shop & café) taken over in January 2015; 

considering expansion to include limited range of plants from 

outdoor space in Coffee Shop 

2. Business model A ‘tenanted shop’; let on 5-yr lease from owners, Tayvallich 

Community Co Ltd. 
 

Shop approx. 32m2 with limited stockroom space  

3. Services & facilities Customer type(s) are residents, passing traffic, 

holiday-makers (primarily statics/yachts mooring 

overnight) staying nearby & ferry-users 
 

Opening hours are 09.00-18.00hrs Mon-Fri, 10.00-

17.00hrs Sat/Sun in Summer (Easter - 21st October), 

09.00-13.00hrs then 15.30-17.30hrs Mon-Fri, 10.00-

15.00hrs Sat/Sun in Winter (22nd October – Easter) 

but these dictated by terms of lease rather than 

demand!  
 

Primarily (limited) tinned/packeted everyday groceries 

with daily newspapers, alcohol, tobacco (both of which 

sell well but have low margins and are costly to buy-

in). Gradually diversifying into more local 

produce/gourmet/eco-ranges (including refills) 
 

Stamps sold over the counter (cost of PO training 

prohibitive and ‘seamless handover’ from previous 

leasee not possible). Discussing Outreach Post Office 

via mobile van c/o Kilmelford Village Stores 
 

Café (breakfasts are popular with ferry-users in 

summer, expanding to host exhibitions of local artists’ 

work with evening meal meet the artist/launch nights) 
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Shower facilities @ £2.50 each which are popular with 

yachts in season, selling 5-6 per week 

4. People 3 X full-time equivalent employees across 2 X 

businesses + summer ‘casual workers’  

5. Impact As shop diversifies its range(s), it will: 

- support the environment by promoting and selling 

local food, encouraging use of re-usable bags and 

offering a refill service 

- boost the local economy by purchasing from local 

suppliers 

Key messages - Residents ‘just’ buying a limited amount of basics 

year-round isn’t enough! 

- Terms of any lease mustn’t be too restrictive 

- Securing staff has proven difficult 
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Glenbarr  

Area information  52 properties, majority (33) detached and owned outright 

(23), occupied by 2 people (19). 
 

111 people, majority (35) in 45-49 age bracket, married (60) 

and born in Scotland (80), keeping very good health (65). 
 

Mostly full-time employees (26) or self-employed (25) in 

the Agriculture (including Forestry/Fishing) (13) or Health 

(including Social Work) (10) sectors. 

Glenbarr Stores (see www.glenbarrstores.com)  

1. Growth Existing business (stores, café and garden centre) bought in 

October 2015; expanded to include ‘The House’ i.e. 

accommodation since. 

2. Business model Ltd Co  (so not a ‘Community Shop’) 
 

Shop approx. 75m2 with limited stockroom space (finds 

lower shelving below eye-level in-store useful) 

3. Services & facilities Customer type(s) are residents, passing traffic 

(directed via a brown sign from A83) & holiday-makers 

(primarily statics/touring caravanners) staying nearby  
 

Opening hours are 07.30* – 17.00hrs Mon-Fri, 08.00* 

– 17.00hrs Sat/Sun with no seasonal variation 

(although weekdays are quieter Nov-Easter) 

* Early start for papers with staff multi-tasking across 

café/The House at this time, too 
 

Primarily local produce (which Kintyre residents travel 

to buy, year-round) with limited everyday groceries, 

daily newspapers (which are sometimes peoples’ only 

purchase), alcohol, tobacco & giftware 
 

Local+ Post Office  
 

Café and garden centre 

4. People 8 X full-time equivalent employees across 4 X 

businesses + summer ‘casual workers’ (all local to 

Kintyre) 

5. Impact - Supports the environment by promoting and selling 

local food  

- Boosts the local economy by purchasing from local 

suppliers, creating employment opportunities & 

offering training opportunities to staff 

http://www.glenbarrstores.com/
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Key messages - Children (!) … people pay to entertain them so 

maximise things to see/do on site e.g. meet the 

farmer/livestock/cooking demonstrations using local 

produce 

- Passing traffic and holiday makers staying nearby 

may only buy basics but they do visit for café and 

garden centre 
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Carradale 

Area information  43 properties, majority (25) detached and owned 

outright (26), occupied by 2 people (20). 
 

84 people, majority (17) in 65-74 age bracket - 

although similar numbers (16) in the 45-59 and 60-64 

age brackets, married (50) and born in Scotland (55), 

keeping very good (37) or good (28) health. 
 

Mostly retired (20), self-employed (17) or full-time 

employees (16) in the Accommodation & Food (8), 

Agriculture (including Forestry & Fishing) (6) or Retail 

(5) sectors.  

Carradale Temporary Shop 

1. Growth A ‘managed shop’; new venture set up in March 2019 for 24 

months following closure of existing shop in August 2018 

pending purchase of that site (Patersons Bakery & Shop) or 

a new-build on land already owned by Trust 
 

Set-up costs approx. £6,000 for portakabin (paid for by 

Marine Harvest) + £5,000 loan X 24 months for fixtures, 

fittings & stock 

2. Business model Owned and ran by Carradale Community Trust Initiative (a 

SCIO set up in December 2016 when it was converted from 

a Charitable Ltd Co)  
 

Shop 12m2; a custom-built portakabin sited on the Village 

Hall car park with limited stockroom space in the Hall’s 

mezzanine  

3. Services & facilities Customer type(s) are residents, passing traffic 

(directed via a swing-sign at the roadside from the 

brown Kintyre Trail sign on B842), holiday-makers 

(primarily statics/touring caravanners) staying at the 

(large) Carradale Bay Caravan site and workers 

(Forestry Commission, Marine Harvest etc)  
 

Opening hours are 10.00-14.00hrs Mon-Sat with no 

seasonal variation planned at this stage 
 

Primarily (limited) tinned/packeted everyday groceries 

with local produce but location i.e. in Village Hall 

grounds means unable to stock alcohol, lack of 

facilities i.e. a sink on premises means unable to stock 

fresh fruit/veg, fresh bread difficult to source and 

unable to stock anything other than Campbeltown 
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Advertiser as suppliers won’t deliver daily 

newspapers! 

4. People 4 X volunteers per day, working 2 hour ‘shifts’, in pairs 

(all trained in till operation, stock control etc)  

5. Impact - Encourages community cohesion as entirely ran by 

volunteers 

- Overcomes isolation as predominantly local 

volunteers aware of anyone in the community needing 

support and volunteering a route to interacting with 

others 

- Supports the environment by promoting and selling 

local food  

- Boosts the local economy by purchasing from local 

suppliers& offers training opportunities to volunteers 

6. Financial performance Still in first year of trading but takings £200-250 per 

day  
 

Initial £5,000 loan X 24 months repaid in 6 months 

from trading profits 

Key messages - Mentor or business advice (or experience) essential 

- A paid Manager preferable to being entirely 

volunteer-ran (have already lost founding volunteers 

and long-standing friendships have been broken!) 

- Ask community what they’d like a shop to stock (they 

had 400+ responses when they did this) 

- Feel there’s scope for a network of (smaller) 

Community shops to group buy/source stock & local 

produce for distribution/collection from a hub to 

overcome small volumes/minimum order values e.g. 

Bookers £1K & (potentially) create job(s) 

- Feel there’s a niche for the supply of (organic) 

seasonal veg, free-range pork and chicken 

- www.justenterprise.org useful, as is membership of 

Development Trust Association Scotland 

(www.dtascot.org.uk) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.justenterprise.org/
http://www.dtascot.org.uk/
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Conclusions 

 

Our own findings from the Case Studies used in this Study do appear to reflect the 
Plunkett Foundation’s research. 
 
Three of the four locations visited during October 2019 were ‘Community Shops’ – 2 
‘managed’ and 1 ‘tenanted’, with the other exhibiting many of the strengths that 
might be expected from a managed community shop. All but one – Carradale, relied 
on paid staff; something which Carradale did say they would be doing once they 
move to more permanent premises at the end of the temporary period and that we 
would do well to consider ourselves.   
 
All but one had either sought advice or were experienced in business; something 
which both Port Appin and Carradale highlighted as being essential. Only one – Port 
Appin, had raised funds through share membership which they felt demonstrated 
‘buy-in’ from the local community to prospective funders – something which, in 
addition to the relevant advice, we might like to give consideration to as part of our 
own Project’s feasibility.  
 
Only one - Carradale had taken on a modest, 2-year loan to fund purchase of their 
fixtures, fittings and stock (which they repaid this from takings within 6-months, 
demonstrating the avoidance of debt mentioned in Plunkett Foundation’s research). 
 
Whilst locations varied quite widely in size from a 4 X 3m portakabin to a 119m2 
Bookers ‘Premier’ Store, they all had one thing in common – limited stockroom 
space, which suggests little need to set-aside too much additional storage capacity 
as part of the Kilmartin Church Project Feasibility considerations provided that robust 
stock and waste management systems were in place.  
 
All but one – Port Appin, were making conscious moves to stock local produce 
which, they suggested, sold well and gave good margins.  
 
With the exception of Carradale that already has several cafés in the village, all were 
offering some kind of café or hot-drink facilities on site seeing this along with (in 
the case of Glenbarr) a garden centre and (in the case of Port Appin) a Craft Shop in 
their rented premises next door, a way of encouraging people to ‘linger longer’; a 
multi-use of space/environs which, alongside the stocking of local produce, we 
would do well to consider ourselves. 
 
Area information for our Case Study locations show some similarities with the  
majority residents in three of these - Port Appin, Ardfern and Carradale being in the 
65-74 age bracket but relatively significant numbers in others (the 45-59 and 30-44 
age brackets at Ardfern, the 30-44 age bracket at Tayvallich and the 45-59 and 60-
64 age brackets at Carradale), too. This is, however, ‘at odds’ with ourselves where 
the majority of our residents are in the 30-44 age bracket and full-time 
employees – something which may not provide us with the ‘captive’ market which 
Port Appin highlighted as being key?    
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And finally, only one - Carradale, had seen a period without any shop provision 
following the closure of Patersons Bakery and Shop some 6-months earlier. Given 
the above and that we have been significantly longer without any provision, it does 
seem sensible for us to ask our community what they might like from a shop in 
terms of produce and services (something which Carradale did to great success)!   
 
 
 

Directors Comments 
 
A community shop would not be an investment to make a profit, however it can have 
a significant effect on the sense of community and help to keep people informed.  
Kilmartin is in a unique position as it has a summer season where there can be a 
hundred people a day having a footfall into the church to view the crosses (based on 
three coaches a day estimate) . 
 
The study on the post office, has shown that other local facilities are struggling to 
staff a post office, and the amount of time, space, and training needed does not 
equate to the income that the service would generate. The only way to make a profit 
is by selling other post office goods and services like insurance, broadband, etc 
however with Dunadd having only 720 residents, there are only likely to be a 
relatively small number of sales achieved. 
 
The study is showing that access to local products are well liked and are good 
sellers, the other good seller is dairy products. However, it is also thought that by 
using the Kilmartin crosses as an aid, a shop can attract a different type of 
purchaser, which will mean there will be two distinct seasons for a community shop. 
For this reason the stock will need to take account of tourists, impulse buyers and as 
well as its main focus the community. 
 
The study shows that staffing would need to be a full-time post with some part time 
staffing and within this there would need to be some consideration on opening hours. 
One of the main issues is that if a shop is open nine till five then residents who work 
will not use the facilities, and what is the use of having a community shop that is only 
open when most of the local community is at work. 
 
One of the biggest challenges for designing the shop will be to provide enough 
storage space, while accommodating all the other uses/activities for the building that 
the community have identified.  

During the discussions on the shop the idea of a mobile shop targeting the outlying 
communities has been discussed and the directors think that this is worth exploring. 
Whether it would work out of a shop premises or take place of one are ideas that 
could be a way forward.  
 
The Directors will continue to explore the Community Shop option within the Church 
adaptation plans and within the Business Plan. The Dunadd Community Enterprise 
Company Members will then have the opportunity to decide whether or not to go 
ahead with a shop. 

 


